Energy recovery in water supply
EEA Energy program in Bulgaria 2021. Webinar on hydro power in water supply systems, 13.04.2021
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About Norconsult
Norconsult is Norway’s largest,
and one of the Nordic region’s
leading, interdisciplinary
consultancy firms within social
planning, engineering design,
and architecture. We contribute
to a more sustainable society
and generate benefits for the
community through innovative
and targeted consultancy
services.
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Key
figures
Fakta
4 600

Employees

119

Offices

11

Business areas

20 000

Projects

6,3

Billion NOK revenues*

49

Countries in which
we have projects

2021-01-01

Ill.: LPO arkitekter

* Per.
31.12.2019
* Pr.
31.12.2019
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Business concept
Norconsult ensures the quality of
clients’ planning and building
projects by providing valueenhancing consulting expertise.
Vision
We create solutions for the
most challenging projects
Mission
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We use our know-how to
enhance the world around us
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This is Norconsult
100%

90,5%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Nordic – Office of Architecture AS
(Norway/Denmark/England)

Technogarden Engineering
Resources (Norway/Sweden)

Norconsult Informasjonssystemer
AS

Norconsult AB
(Sweden)

Norconsult A/S
(Denmark)

Arkthing/Nordic ehf (Iceland)

Norconsult AS

Norconsult Astando AB

100%

Norconsult Africa (Pty) Ltd.

100%

Norconsult Mozambique Lda.

33,1% *

100%

Norconsult Management
Services Phil. Inc)

NorCiv Engineering Co. Ltd.
(Thailand)

NorZam Ltd.
Norconsult Botswana (Pty) Ltd.
Norconsult Iyanda (Pty) Ltd.
(43%)
NB Solar Zambia Ltd.
(50%)

2020-12-01

* NorCiv: The Group NOAS owns 33,1%, 8,6% via NOAS and 24,5% via NO International
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Norconsult Fältgeoteknik AB

Norconsult - KAAI

100%

100%

NorPower Sdn Bhd
(Malaysia)

Norconsult New Zealand Ltd.

100%

Norconsult ehf
(Iceland)

100%

Norconsult Sp. z o.o.
(Poland)

119 offices on four continents
Sweden

Finland
Poland

Iceland
Norway
Denmark

Philippines
Thailand
Malaysia
Zambia
Botswana

Mozambique
South Africa

Countries with permanent offices
Countries with projects in 2019
Countries with projects since 1956

New Zealand
Pr. 31.12.2019
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LiVE Norconsult – our culture
LiVE Norconsult is to be lived all the
time, every day, in everything we do.

Leadership

Values

Take and give
responsibility

Honest
Inclusive

Show courage

Competent

Be visible and distinct

Engaged

Recognise your
colleagues
LiVE the values

2020-12-01
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Ethics
All our behaviour shall
be able to withstand
public scrutiny

Driving force for creative, sustainable solutions
To contribute to sustainable solutions, during this strategy period
Norconsult will have particular focus on giving our clients sound
advice on how to reduce their project’s footprint, greenhouse gas
emissions [CO2-equivalents] and energy consumption [kWh]), in
engineering, construction, maintenance, operations, and re-use/
demolition. We will also provide a cost/benefit analysis of proposed
actions.
For us sustainability means:
We are the partner of choice for development of sustainable
solutions
Our people are well-known for their cutting-edge expertise in the
development and implementation of sustainable solutions.

We believe that, of the UN’s sustainability goals, eight are particularly relevant for Norconsult.

Processes, tools and methods for assessing sustainability are
firmly embedded in our assignments.
Using new, smart and innovative processes to identify effective
and sustainable solutions together with our clients.
Norconsult has reduced the environmental impact of its own
operations.
2020-12-01
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Digitalisation
All-digital deliverables are our preferred choice
We aim to leverage digital solutions to gain a better understanding of
our clients, support increased collaboration and provide solutions to
our clients’ challenges better and faster than we do today.
For us digitalisation means:
We improve the client experience and generate increased client
value through high-quality, all-digital deliverables.
We improve the efficiency of our production by utilising cuttingedge methods in digital and seamless processes.
We promote collaboration between stakeholders by using VDC
and effective support in digital tools.
We systematically identify opportunities and develop new
business where we believe that we are in a position to establish
products and services based on technological developments in
the market.
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Turnover by Market
Other

Industry
IT
Water

5%
6%

6%

4%
33%

4%

6%

31%

8%

2018

8%

Outsourcing
personnel

8%

Energy,
Oil and Gas
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2019

Buildings,
Architecture,
Planning

8%

15%

14%
24%
22%

Transportation
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Business areas
Architecture

Buildings

Energy

Industry

IT

Environment

Oil and Gas

Planning

Transport

Risk Management

Water
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Energy
For over 90 years, Norconsult
has helped to create the basis for
sustainable power development
and energy supply across the
entire globe. We have developed
our specialist services to best
serve the interests of society and
our clients.
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Water
Norconsult’s expertise ensures a
reliable water supply, provides
environmentally-adapted and
effective sewage solutions, taking
into account future climate
changes and meeting applicable
safety requirements.

2020-12-01
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Glitrevannverket IKS, Inter-Municipal Water Supply Company, Drammen:
Landfall-Åssiden project; water supply system with energy recovery
40 km from Oslo
Øvre Åssiden hydro power plant:
P=660 kW
H=165 mWC
Oslo

Q=0,46 m3/s

Drammen
Nedre Åssiden hydro power plant:
P=175 kW
H=100 mWC
Q=0,2 m3/s

2021-04-12
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Goal, purpose with the project
Double the existing water conveyance system from
the treatment plant to the elevated reservoir, to
enable maintanence of one waterway without
cutting the water supply
Utilize the water pressure (165 m) between
Landfall and Øvre Åssiden to produce energy
Utilize the water pressure between Øvre Åssiden
and Nedre Åssiden (100 m) to produce energy (the
energy here is being killed in needle valves today),
through a combined project

New
powerhouse

Hassle-free operation!
New
powerhouse

Existing
pipeline

Nedre Åssiden
valve chamber

2021-04-12
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Locations: Landfall water treatment plant, Øvre Åssiden water reservoir,
Nedre Åssiden valve chamber
Øvre Åssiden

Landfall

Nedre Åssiden

2021-04-12
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Functional plans and best practice solutions
Spend sufficient time on the functional plans
Involve plant engineers and O&M crew
Present suggestions, get feedback
Use visualizing tools such if possible
Better to try out solutions “on paper” (= digital) than trial
and error on site
Examples: Link to ISY Prosjekt
N:\518\37\5183785\6 Bilder\2021-03-25_Fra GVV BM19
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Mechanical issues
Bypass line = main line: Bypass line to needs safety
valve with sufficient capacity
Pelton: Preferred type if possible. Easily governable
from 5%-100% of max flow
Francis: Easily governable from 30%-100% flow, but
often too costy compared to the benefits in water
supply applications
PAT: A simplified Francis with one operational point
(flow) only as it has no wicket gate system. Hence, if
the flow is varying, there needs to be bypass to dump
the water above or below this point or a lot of start/stop
operation
«Smart» turbine solutions and prototypes: No good
experiences known over time. Stick to proven
technology!
Perform hydraulic transient analyses to find proper
closing times to minimize pressure rise and generator
overspeed

2021-04-12
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Penstock issues
Steep slope
stability
Bend stability
Rock
High pressure
water lines in
steep terrain is a
hydro power
speciality, and
less used
technology in
water and sewer
applications

2021-04-12
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Electric issues
Internal power supply to the water supply plant? In
Norway there then needs to be hired a skilled high
voltage professional. If this is not in place, it is
benecficial to sell all electricity in the market
For the same reason, the generator transformer
and station transformer as well as all HV
equipment is usually managed by the grid owner,
against a plant tariff (fee)

2021-04-12
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Civil and water quality issues
The penstock foundation upstream of the main
inlet wall must be designed to withstand the full
hydraulic force
The water must be conveyed all the way back to
the opposite end of the elevated reservoir, in order
to ensure good mixing and avoid brackish water
(through a 500 m long PE pipe)
The pressure surges must be kept very low, lower
than the design limits, to avoid manganese
depositions to the pipe wall from loosening

2021-04-12
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Projects not realized
Pre-feasibility studies of possible hydro power units
in water supply system has been performed for
some municipalities. Even when positive NPV
thorugh the cost-benefit analyses, some projects
have not proceeded
Some theories about why:
Bad experiences with similar applications?
Busy staff, fear of even more maintenance objects?
No drive/culture for green solutions in the
organization?
Not profitable enough?

2021-04-12
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Lessons learned. Premises for successful projects
Positive focus on sustainable energy solutions in the organization,
and willingness to pay more up front to achieve this
Acceptance for the project being engineering intensive, due to
criticality, need for robustness and redundance, and good planning
of operations to minimize outage and water supply cutoff
O&M staff are often heavily loaded already, new assets should thus
not tie up more resources. → Hassle free solutions and well proven
turbine and valve technology!
Bad experiences with turbines often cause negative attitudes
towards hydro power in water supply
When you go the extra mile with the engineering, safeguarding a
robust function plan and turbine technology, the plant can generate
stable income and green, short traveled electricity for generations
to come!
Hydro power in water supply represents a positive SHA measure,
as turbines generate less noise and vibrations than
throttling/energy dissipating valves
Inouse electricity supply requires skilled, inhouse high voltage
power professionals. If not in place; sell the power directly in the
power market

2021-04-12
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Vår kunnskap bidrar til et mer verdifullt samfunn

